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Healthy NewsWorks
Program Teacher
Job Title: Program Teacher
Job Summary: Part-time teaching of grades K-8 in Healthy NewsWorks classrooms
Responsibilities:
- Be available 10-15 hours per week for preparation, editing, direct instruction, and
communication with teachers and team members, and other responsibilities, as needed.
- Work mostly during the school day, but some availability after school hours.
- Instruct virtually or in person.
- Teach students in grades K-8, as Core Reporters (a weekly set time for the duration of the
school year, OR for a 10-week session), Cub Reporters (a weekly set time for 4-5 weeks, 30-40
minutes per session), or Special Lessons (1-2 session lessons on a particular topic).
- Attend a weekly team meeting
Skills and Qualifications: Candidates should have experience teaching elementary and/or
middle school students, maintain strong writing skills, model respectful classroom culture,
communicate content clearly, and show ease with technology (or at least a willingness to learn
new programs quickly).
- Team player
- Responsive
- Organized
- Flexible
- Complete and provide any needed clearances as per school guidelines.
Contact: Marian Uhlman, Executive Director, muhlman@healthynewsworks.org
About Healthy NewsWorks: Healthy NewsWorks empowers elementary and middle school
students in under-resourced areas to become researchers, writers, critical thinkers, and
confident communicators who advance health understanding and literacy within their families,
schools, and communities. Our programming provides principals and teachers with a proven,
core writing program where students learn essential life skills, develop confidence, and make
their own unique contributions. We bring curriculum and educational standards to life in an
empowering, engaging, and creative way for students.
Our work in the Philadelphia region has been recognized by a variety of organizations. Among
our accomplishments, HNW has been presented with GlaxoSmithKline (GSK) IMPACT Award in
2021 and 2018, and the Comcast NBCUniversal Foundation’s 2021 Project Innovation Grant
Challenge, and The College of Physicians of Philadelphia’s Organizational Public Health
Recognition Award in 2016. HNW was also invited to share program evaluation data at the
American Public Health Association annual meeting (2009), The College of Physicians of
Philadelphia's Public Health Day Symposium (2014), and the Pennsylvania Public Health
Association meeting (2011 and 2018).

